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Long synopsis
Victoria is a young woman from a Mayan
community of the highlands of Chiapas,
Mexico’s poorest state.

Medium synopsis

As an indigenous woman, she has to face
different challenges in order to survive in a
disadvantaged community where gender
biased beliefs are commonplace. Nonetheless, Victoria is able to take pride of her rich
cultural background, and to challenge all
stereotypes by leading an all-female collective around the ancient tradition of backstrap weaving, enabling women to earn a
living and offering new perspectives for the
generations to come. Meanwhile, Arabelle,
orphan niece of Victoria, is growing up. How
will Arabelle’s story be embroidered upon
the tale Victoria is weaving for her?

Victoria is a young woman from a Mayan community in Chiapas, Mexico’s poorest state.

A story of women’s rights, indigenous emancipation, and a continuous battle to escape
poverty.

A story of women’s rights, indigenous emancipation and a continuous battle to escape poverty.

As an indigenous woman, she faces different
challenges in order to survive in a disadvantaged community where gender biased beliefs
are commonplace. Nonetheless, Victoria challenges all stereotypes by leading an all-female
collective around the ancient tradition of backstrap weaving, enabling women to earn a living.
Meanwhile, Arabelle, orphan niece of Victoria,
is growing up. How will Arabelle’s story be embroidered upon the tale Victoria is weaving for
her?

Logline
In Mexico’s poorest state, Victoria, a young Mayan woman, challenges all gender biased
stereotypes by leading an all-female collective of weavers, offering new perspectives for
the generations to come.
A story of women’s rights, indigenous emancipation and a continuous battle to escape
poverty.

Directors’ statement
The project starts when we, Ambra and Rubi, met in San
Cristóbal de las Casas, Chiapas, Mexico, in 2016. At the time,
Ambra was working in a human rights center in defense of
the indigenous peoples and Rubi was investigating social,
environmental and gender inequalities as an anthropologist
in San Juan Cancuc, a Tzeltal community belonging to the
Maya ethnicity. There, she analyzed how women were using
cultural practices to adapt to climate change, and there she
discovered how women were organizing themselves to escape the situation of poverty in which they were living with
their families. The first approaches were difficult: the language, the marginalization, the situation of extreme poverty
and the structural gender-based violence that are felt in the
streets of the community made the intervention complicated, but Doña Juana and Victoria opened the doors of their
community and those of their house. There, Rubi discovered
their art. She was hugely impressed and became passionate
about these women and their work. Motivated by a commitment of reciprocity, Rubi shared this passion with Ambra. We
offered Victoria to make a video showing the process of the
back-strap loom to thank her for her hospitality.

erate and do not speak Spanish and only 9% participates in
an economic activity. Victoria’s story and her ability to steer
an all-female weaver’s collective in these circumstances deserve much more than just a promotional video. Together
with Victoria, we decided her story was worth a documentary. The investigative work and the communication that we
maintained at a distance with Victoria allowed us to return
to the community in September 2018.
“Junax, thread by thread” is a story of female legacy and empowerment. It shows how standing together can make quite
the difference, and the resilience of whom suffers double institutional discrimination. Day by day and thread by thread,

the women are working hard within a context of inequality and social injustice to create opportunities for the future
generation.
The ultimate basis of the documentary “Junax”, meaning
“Together” in Tzeltal language, is the union of three women
from such diverse social and cultural background as are Victoria, Rubi and Ambra. Together, they imagined, conceived
and developed “Junax, thread by thread” to give the world a
feminine perspective of resilience, solidarity, creativity and
work.

We started making several shots, interviewed women, visited their homes, as we became more and more aware of the
reality of young Mayan women like Victoria living in the third
poorest municipality in Mexico where 97% of the population
lives in poverty, where more than half of the women are illit-

Ambra Reijnen

Rubi Tobias

Biographies
Ambra Reijnen

Rubi Tobias

Cyril Reijnen

Ambra Reijnen (1993) is a Dutch-Italian filmmaker based
in Barcelona. She is interested in how audiovisual content
can impact one’s world’s vision and how art can provoke
change, even if little by little. In 2016, she worked at the audiovisual department of a human rights center in Mexico,
producing audiovisual materials to support specific human
right campaigns.

Rubi Tobias (1985) is a Mexican anthropologist based in
Bordeaux. She studied at the Autonomous University of
San Luis Potosí in Mexico and the Université Bordeaux Montaigne in France. She is currently involved in the writing of
a book entitled “Learning to Unlearn the Gender” from the
collection “Diversity without violence” of the Eón publishing
house. Its main concern is to generate consciousness about
the female unequal condition through art and academy by
showing the intimate to influence the public and transform
the patriarchal structures of perception and domination.

Cyril Reijnen (1959) studied Cultural Anthropology at University of Amsterdam and Italian Language and Literature
at University Utrecht, The Netherlands. In the 1980’s he lived
several years in Italy to conduct anthropological fieldwork
in a small village in the south of Italy, and worked as a freelance journalist for several years.

Director

Successively, Ambra attended a Master of Theory and Practice of Creative Documentary. She codirected “Galatée à L’infini” (2017) a short found-footage documentary, which won
12 awards (of which “Golden Mikeldi Documentary Award”,
“Grand Award of Spanish Cinema” – ZINEBI Film Festival
2017, Best Film “Latücht Award” – European Film Festival
Dokumentart 2018) and made it to important film festivals
(Hot Docs; DocumentaMadrid; International Film Festival of
Cartagena de Indias; a. o.) and prestigious screening venues (Union Docs, Center for Documentary Art New York;
National Arts Museum Reina Sofia, Madrid; Tabakalera, International Center for Contemporary Culture, Donostia/San
Sebastian; a.o.)
“Junax, thread by thread” is her first feature length documentary (self-)produced by her production company Promono Multisensory Productions.

Director

With the documentary “Junax, thread by thread”, Rubi debuts in filmmaking, but it is, in part, the sum of her academic, personal and field experiences of applying gender theory. Since her first university work in 2012 with rural women
in Mexico, she felt great empathy for them because of their
condition, their solidarity and mutual help and since then
she started a process of reflexivity about her own condition
as a woman in daily life transforming intuition in knowledge.
Rubi meets Ambra and Victoria in Chiapas in 2016 and since
then she has been working with them on this creative and
liberating project.

Producer

For thirty years, he has been active in marketing, PR and
communications, producing many events, marketing programs and video productions at international operating
companies (live sciences and software). In 2001, he started
together with a partner his own marketing software company, Cordeo.
In 2017 he established, together with his daughter Ambra,
a film production company, Promono Multisensory Productions. “Junax, thread by thread” is its first production.
Since 2020, Cyril fully dedicates himself to antropology,
writing and producing documentaries.
He is a passionate traveler, with a deep interest in other cultures.
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This is a story of female legacy and empowerment
Within the Hernández family, living in a Mayan community called San Juan Cancuc,
three generations of women are connected by the ancient weaving tradition and are able to pass it on
to weave a better future for their offspring.

Juanita

Victoria

Arabelle

Doña Juana, Victoria’s mother, gives voice to the past: she
started the weaving collective and left it to Victoria, as she
now focuses on being a mid-wife. As a grandmother, she
takes care of Arabelle as if she were her daughter. She is
present as the wise woman who passes on knowledge.

Victoria embodies the present. She steers the group of female artisans created by her mother to no longer depend
on the unproductive cornfield, or men. She is doing her best
to make the business expand, as indicated by a premonitory dream. Her desire for well-being and her aspiration to
greater prosperity imply an overload of huge tasks, but it
allows Victoria to escape the traditional destiny of a woman
in San Juan Cancuc: marriage, motherhood, working in the
cornfield, often mistreatment and poverty.

Arabelle, Victoria’s niece, represents the future. Orphan
since her mother died when she was 7 months, she is now
living with her father’s family and sees in her aunt Victoria
an example to follow. She is constantly present, absorbing
all what Victoria does and interiorizing a new type of female
identity other than the traditional mother-wife.

Frequently Asked Questions
What do we want to achieve with this film?
The film is first and foremost our expression of solidarity with the women
of the weavers collective of San Juan Cancuc and a contribution to their
cause. Moreover, this film has the intention to add new and fresh ideas to
the existing collective imaginary around native people, and raise awareness around the double discrimination an indigenous woman faces, but
also around our consumer behavior and the fast fashion cycle we got
used to over the last couple of decades.

What is the urgency of the film?
To be born and to live in a native community, meant living to the rhythm
of the earth. The milpa, as cornfields in Mexico are called, dictated the
cyclic conception of time and the rain was what assured the lives of the
Maya women and men. Victoria lives in times in which neoliberal policies and climate change transform the way of life of their community. Her
story shows the syncretic reality of indigenous women: on the one hand,
coping with traditional community rules that exclude women from decision-making, land ownership and heritance, but not from the arduous
work at home and on the land. On the other hand, she deals with globalization, the consumer society and its promise of economic emancipation.
In a community where 97% of the population lives in poverty, more than
half of the women are illiterate and do not speak Spanish, Victoria and
her collective manage to escape a peasant destiny dependent on a now
unstable milpa, while also making a firm statement and resisting with
their back-strap loom against the idea that women should not take part
in economic activities.

What are the main issues we want to
address with “Junax, thread by thread”?
Discrimination of the indigenous people
Racism towards the indigenous is a huge issue within Mexico’s society as well as globally. We believe “Junax” is able to show a different
story about indigenous people with a fresh perspective of resilience,
strength and humor.
Gender inequality
“Junax” is a call for intersectional feminism and hopes to promote a
sense of identification of women of varying background. Victoria’s
story shows what it means to be part of a “double minority” but
also contains elements of gendered stereotypes that people of any
social background can relate to.
Fast fashion
“Junax” is a story of slow fashion, heartfelt creative processes, sustainable manufactory of textiles and fair-trade. The film contributes
to valuing and preserving the back-strap loom tradition as part of
Mayan and Mexican cultural heritage, in times where fast fashion is
becoming more and more reproachable to more and more people.
In Mexico, a revaluation of the rich cultural heritage of the country
is starting to involve native traditional handcrafts, which becomes
obvious throughout the recurrent native trade-fairs that are being held and even phenomenons like hashtag #viernestradicional
(translated: #traditionalfriday), which calls upon taking pride of
wearing traditional clothing and doing so every Friday.
The film also addresses the topic of haggling making the audience
reflect on their behavior when buying local products with an advantaged currency exchange. In Mexico, hashtag #dinoalregateo
(#saynotohaggling) is gaining momentum and it is confronting to
see how Victoria uses a fair-pay system similar to microcredit with
her fellow artisans, while she herself still has to do with haggling in
trade fairs.

What anthropological research did we do?
Ethnography as a methodological tool guided the filming process. Based
on the ethnographical assumption that one’s reality lies within one’s daily
rituals, we were constantly aware of the importance of filming these dayto-day events. However, as the title “Junax”, meaning “Together”, implies,
the film was conceived throughout a collaboration of three women, Victoria, Rubi and Ambra, coming from very different cultural contexts. This
close and complex collaboration, between cinema and anthropology, represented a fertile ground for experimentation and free expression in epistemological, aesthetic, ethical and political terms.
The challenges were several. We were cautious to include collaborative
strategies that help us have our personal perspective, while simultaneously letting “the others” manifest themselves throughout the story that we
are telling. That is, communicating with our subjects, seeking to talk with
“the other” and not to talk about; not to study, but to learn from “the other”. It is about listening to each other and creating together. We prioritized
establishing an intercultural dialogue and make a film that is faithful to
what Victoria, her family and her collective wanted to represent and show
the world. The participative strategies that were experimented, constituted a space of possibilities able to break the asymmetry of representation,
neutralizing the power games involved in the creation of images. Sharing
ideas with Victoria, Arabelle and the family provoked a process of self-representation and intercultural feedback that somehow seeks to have an impact on the reality of the women of San Juan Cancuc.
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